
Greg Reser 	 5/2/94 
3512 Lyndon Road 
Prophetstown, IL 61277 

Bear Mr. Baser, 

That you are confused is not unusual. Between the official mythology and the inr. 

4merable unofficial ones, if you pay attention to them, what else is possible? 

The Oswald theory is impossible. You just are not familiar enough with the =aux 
fact , which is what lAsie in my books. no theories in them ate all. 

There not: is no way of knowing what Jean Jill saw, she has now given so many 

different accounts. 	. 

I fear the reality is that we have little chance of knowing who did the killing. 

What is important is that we learn all we can about how our government and other insti-

tuttons worked, or failed to work, as that we learn as much as we can abthut official 

dishonesty in the face of a time of this magnitude. 

If you put any credende in that mid bipoff artist Moore be careful not to buy the 

arooklyn Bud Bridge a second time. 

Be thoughrthe time had come faro; a commercialization from the other side and by 

far the most incompetent of that genre is his. 

I enclose the list of our books. 



November 22,1963 

by 

Greg Raier 

BAND-!'First shot, Frame. 190 Willis' slide no. 5. Kennedy emerges 
from behind sign at Frame 225, by Frame 228 you can clearly see 
the President reacting to the missed/ricochet shot. The shot hit 
the pavement spraying bullet and roadway debris at the President. 
•Frame 230: Motorcycle Officer Bobby Hargis seems to notice the 
President's reaction. Officer B.J. Martin has yet to notice any-
thing. 'Frame 237: BANG !i Second shot, 2.56' seconds after first 
shot. The President is struck in the back of the neck, the bul-
let passes through and stikes Connally in the back causing various 
wounds. Officer Martin has yet to notice the commotion; Officer 
Hargis appears to still be watching the President. Frame 255: 
( Altgens' photo ) Things are really happening here, Officer Mar-
tin has now joined Hargis in looking towards the President's 
car. Agents Ready, Landis, & Hickey are looking rearward, trying 
to locate the source of the shot or shots depending on what they 
heard. Agents Kinney, Roberts, & Hill seem to be watching the 
President's reaction. Agent McIntyre appears unaware of the co-
motion. Perhaps Frame 255 is a late label to put on the Altgens 
photo. Connally can be seen quite clearly, possibly this photo is 
closer to Frame 237. It has to be after Frame 237, because of 
Officer Martin. Once Martin realized what he was witnessing, as 
in the Altgens photo, he could hardly return to looking ahead as 
he is in Frames 230 & 237. Frame 3121 BANG ! Third shot 4.09 sec-
onds after the second shot, 6.66 seconds after the first shot. 
The president is slumped forward, perhaps being held up by his 
rigid back brace. Frame 313: The bullet impacts the President,s 
head,and obviously passes through. The force of the bullet striking 
does millt force the President,s head and body forward. The much 
talked about violent, "back and to the left" movement may have 
been caused by one or all of three facters:: the reaction of the 

, body against the back brace; a propulsion reaction caused by the 
exploding skull; or finally, a neurological muscular reaction. 

THE PROBABILITY EXISTS 
ONE SHOOTER 
ONE RIFLE 
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